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In [6] R.L. Snider has considered commutative rings S such that every R-module 
is projective over its endomorphism ring. By looking at the injective hull in a local 
domain, it is easily seen that such a ring must be a field. On the other hand, there 
are many local domains S, which have the property that every finitely generated 
torsionfree S-module is projective over its endomorphism ring; e.g. local Dedekind 
domains S or integral domains S such that every ring between S and the integral 
closure S' of S in its field of quotients is a Gorenstein ring [1, (7.3)]; such rings will 
be called Bass domains. In the non-commutative situation, for example a Bass- 
order A [3] in a semi-simple algebra has the property that every A-lattice is 
projective over its ring of endomorphisms. 
Here we shall consider the following situation: R is a commutative Noetherian 
Gorenstein ring of injective dimension 1 [1] and A is an R-algebra which is finitely 
generated and torsionless as R-module. A ~R ° is the category of finitely generated 
left A-modules, which are R-torsionless. In 2.5 we characterize those A for which 
every M U A ~R ° is projective over its endomorphism ring via "overrings" of A ; a 
characterization which is similar to the one known for orders 2.10 then gives an 
internal characterization of these A's. 
Notation. For a ring S we make the following notation: 
s~21 (~0~rs)= category of finitely generated left (right) S-modules. 
s~ r (~rs)= category of projective finitely generated left (right) S-modules. 
For M E s ~ff~r, 
M cs) is the direct sum of s copies of M. 
M I N for M, N E s~921 denotes that M is isomorphic to a direct summand of N. 
If S is commutative 
max(R) = set of maximal ideals of R, 
M,, -- localization of M ~ R ~t  at m ~ max (R), 
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-~/'m = completion of M E R ~R I at m E max (R), 
M* = HomR (M, R), 
vM : M----> M** = HomR(HomR(M,R) ,R) ,  
m ~ q~,. : o---* m o- 
is the evaluation map. 
M is called torsionless (reflexive) if vM is a monomorphism (isomorphism). 
R~)'~ ° = {M E R~ t, M is reflexive}. 
1. Gorenstein algebras 
Let S be a commutative Noetherian ring; torsionless S-modules are closed under 
submodules; but this is in general not so for reflexive S-modules. The next theorem 
of Bass characterizes those S for which finitely generated torsionless S-modules are 
reflexive. Let K be the full ring of quotients of S. 
1.1. Theorem ([1, 6.2]). For S the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) S has in}ective dimension at most one as S-module, 
(ii) K has finite injective dimension as K-module and K /S  is an 
S-module, 
(iii) every finitely generated torsionless S-module is reflexive. 
injective 
A ring S satisfying these conditions is called a Gorenstein ring of dimension at 
most one, shortly dim 1-  Gorenstein ring. 
In the sequel R will always denote a dim 1-  Gorenstein ring. 
1.2. Definition. An R-algebra A with A E R~R °is called a Gorenstein R-algebra if 
A*= Hom,(A ,R)E  a~ I. 
This seems to be the natural generalization from commutative rings and orders to 
R-algebras. In fact, if R is a Dedekind domain with quotient field K and A an 
R-order in the semi-simple K-algebra A, then 1.2 is equivalent o A/A  being 
injective (cf. [4, Lemma 5]). 
We shall show that being Gorenstein is a local property. Since for a commutative 
ring S and M ~ s~ r and for any S-module X, Ext~.(M,.,Xm) = Sm @s Ext,(M, X) 
and since ~),.~,~axtS) Smis a faithfully flat S-module, S is a dim 1 -  Gorenstein ring 
iff the same holds for S,, for every m ~ max(S) [2, Ch. II]. 
1.3. Proposition. Let A be an R-algebra, such that A E R~ °. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is a Gorenstein R-algebra, 
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(if) A,, is a Gorenstein R,.-algebra for every m ~ max(R), 
(iii) A,, is a Gorenstein 1?,.-algebra for every rrt ~ max(R). 
Proof. This follows again from the fact, that (~)~.~m~x<~) R,. and O-,~m~<~) /~,, are 
faithfully fiat, and that Ext~ ( , ) on finitely generated modules commutes with 
localization and completion. 
For Gorenstein R-algebras one does not have to distinguish between left and 
right as shows the next result. 
1.4. Proposition. Let A be an R-algebra, A E ~TJ~ °. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) A* ~ a ~t,  
(if) A * E ~3tA, 
(iii) A * is a progenerator for a ~j~t, 
(iv) A * is a progenerator for ~O'~1a. 
Proof. Let us recall that M~A ~[R r is a generator if A I M°) for some s; equiva- 
lently, HomA (M, - )  is a faithful functor. A generator that is at the same time a 
projective module is called a progenerator; equivalently, HomA(M, - )  is an 
equivalence. We may assume that/~ =/~., is the completion at some m ~ max(R), 
and it suffices to prove the proposition for/1 = A.,. Let {~},,,~. be a complete set of 
orthogonal primitive idempotents of A - -observe that the Krull-Schmidt heorem 
is valid for ,i~92 I. 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
Claim. A~ = A~j -: ~- ~,A- - -~A.  
Proof of the claim. If we denote by " - - "  reduction modulo rad A, then .4ei = A~j 
iff A~i = .,t~j, since A~, is the projective cover for .,t~. Now, A is a semi-simple finite 
dimensional /?/rad /~-algebra nd so .,~, = A~j iff ~,A--" ~A iff ~,..t-'-~iA. This 
proves the claim. 
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are the decompositions of ~_J* and J ]  into non-isomorphic indecomposable 
A-lattices. In addition, (.4~,)*=(.,t~)* iff ./i~,---J~j, J being a reflexive /~- 
module. 
If now ~,,i * is a projective left J -module, then there exists .~ E ~R ° such that 
From the validity of the Krull-Schmidt theorem and the fact, that ,~J* has s 
non-isomorphic indecomposable direct summands, we conclude that 
a j *=+A£~ ~,), 6,>O,l<~i<~s, 
i=1  
hence aJ  * is a generator, and so there exists l? E A~R ° with 
;J @ ?--- 
and so A* is a projective right i[-module, and as above one shows that it also is a 
generator. 
Similarly one shows (iii) ~ (i). 
In the study of commutative Bass rings [1] and Bass orders an important role was 
played by rings of multipliers in the full rings of quotients of ideals; since this can be 
interpreted as the double endomorphism ring, we generalize the concept of rings of 
multipliers as follows: 
For M ~ a ~92 ° we define 
1.5 F(M) = HomA (M, M) and A (M) = Homr(M, M). 
We have a ring homomorphism 
q) (M): A ~ A (M), 
A~q~, :m ~Am, 
and M is a faithful Im @(M)-module; i.e. Im @(M)= A/anna(M). 
1.6. Proposition. Homa tM) (M, M) = F. 
Proof. Denote Ao = Im @ (M). Then F(M) = HOma (M, M) = Homao(M, M) D 
Homa~M)(M, M) = Fo. Let ~0 E Homa (M, M) and let ~ ~ A (M) = Homr (M, M). 
Then for m ~ M we have 
= 
a being F-linear. Hence ~ is A (M)-linear and so FoD F; i.e. Fo = F. 
1.7. Proposition. F(M),  A (M) are R.algebras, which are finitely generated and 
torsionless as R-modules. 
~x:  ot -----~ XOt 
Therefore 
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Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that all these rings are subalgebras of
EndR (M), and for EndR (M) the above statement is true. 
In fact, we have an exact sequence of R-modules 
R <s).-> M --> O 
and so an exact sequence 
0 --> HomR (M, M) ---> HomR (R ts), M)  -~ M <s). 
But M t~) is finitely generated and torsionless and so the same holds for 
HomR (M, M). 
A main property of integral domains S which are Gorenstein is that every 
indecomposable M E s~R ° is either projective or a module over a proper overring 
of S [1, 7.2]. A similar result holds in case of Gorenstein algebras. 
1.8. Theorem. Let A be a Gorenstein R-algebra and M E A~J~ ° such that the 
canonical map 
~(M) :  A ~ a (M) 
is an isomorphism, then M is a generator for A ~C/~ r. 
We first prove the following 
1.9. Lemma. Let X E R ~f~i. Then the natural evaluation map 
8: X--~ X** 
is an epimorphism. 
Proof. Recall the construction of 
8 : X --~ HomR (HomR (X, R ), R ), 
x ~, q~x where 
for a E HomR (X, R ). 
Y=:  Ker8 ={xEX:  xa =0 for all a E HomR(X,R)}. 
The exact sequence 
O--> y --~ X ...r.> X / y~--> O 
induces the exact sequence 
0---> HomR(X/Y ,  R) ~'> HomR (X, R)  ~ ~, nomR (Y, R). 
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Since Imtr* = 0, we have an isomorphism 
r*: HomR(X/Y,  R)---~ HomR(X, R) .  
We have the commutative diagram with exact row 
8x X**  O--'~ Y'-~ X 
X~ Y ~×" >(X/Y)**.  
Since 7-* is an isomorphism, so is h and thus X~ Y is torsionless, and hence 
reflexive, R being Gorenstein of injective dimension at most one. Hence 8x is an 
epimorphism. 
We now turn to the proof of 1.9: 
For the time being, let M E A~¢ °, and let Ao = A (M), F0 = F(M) be as defined in 
1.5. Then we have the following chain of natural isomorphisms. 
1.10. (M ®toM*)** -" HomR (M @toM*, R )* 
-'- Homro(M, HomR (M*, R ))* 
~- Homr,,(M, M)* = A *, 
M being reflexive (cf. 1.6). 
By 1.9, the canonical map 
8" M®r,,M*---~(M®r,,M*)** ~> A *o 
is an epimorphism, even as Ao-bimodule. M and M* are finitely generated F0- 
modules, we choose a set of generators 
n i 
x, = E x,, ® 
}=1 
l~ i~n 
of MQroM* viewed as left A-module. 
For 1 ~< i ~< n, 1 ~<j ~< n,, we put M~j -- M and define a map 
n i 
q~: ~ ~) Mi~-"~ M ®roM*, 
i= l  j~ l  
(m, , ) , . i . o  - ,  
This is a well defined homomorphism of A -modules; it is even an epimorphism, for 
putting 
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i=io,  l<~j<~n~,, 
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m0 = fX].o~,j i#  io 
then (mij) is mapped to x~. 
Putting s = E~'=1 ni, we thus have an epimorphism of left A-modules 
M~S~---~ A o*, which is even a homomorphism of left Ao-modules. 
1.11. Up to now we have shown, that for any M E a 99~ °, we have an epimorphism 
M~S~---~ A * of left A0-modules. We now use the hypothesis of 1.9: 
• (M): a ~A(M)  
is an isomorphism; i.e. A * = A *. In addition, A is an R-Gorenstein algebra and so 
A * is projective by 1.4, i.e. 
A *1 M"~" 
However, A* is also a generator and so M is a generator. 
1.12. Corollary. Assume that I~ is a completion of R at m C max(R), and let fl be 
an R-Gorenstein algebra. Given i~I E A TY d°, 1~I indecomposable such that 
,:lb(37/) : ~{ --~ A (/~,?/) 
is an isomorphism. Then IVI is a progenerator for ~i ~R °. 
Proof. By 1.9, A I/~rt,~. Let/5 be an indecomposable projective/1 -module. Then by 
the validity of the Krull-Schmidt heorem,/~/=/3 and since/V/is at the same time a 
generator, it must be a progenerator. 
Remark. If A is a Gorenstein /~-algebra, and if there exists ~7/E ,i~tg~ °, ~/ 
indecomposable, such that 
• (~I): A ~ A (~/)" 
is an isomorphism, then- -up  to isomorphism wA has only one indecomposable 
projective module. 
2. Bass algebras 
In this section too we assume that R is a commutative Noetherian Gorenstein 
ring of dimension at most one. A is assumed to be an R-algebra which is finitely 
generated and torsionless as R-module. 
2.1. Definition. A is called a Bass R-algebra, if for every M E A ~9~ °, the R -algebras 
A (M) (cf. 1.7) are Gorenstein R-algebras. 
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We shall show that this is an extension of Bass' original definition [2, section 7] 
and the definition of Bass orders. 
2.2. Definition. Let S be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K and A an 
S-order in the finite dimensional separable K-algebra A. (For the definition cf. [5, 
Ch. W].) 
(i) A is called a Gorenstein order if A * is a projective left A-module. 
(ii) A is called a Bass order if every S-over-order A'  of A in A is a Gorenstein 
order. 
Bass orders have been studied extensively in [3]. 
We keep the notation of 2.2: 
2.3. Proposition. The S-order A is a Bass order if and only if it is a Bass S-algebra. 
Proof. We observe that every Dedekind domain is a commutative Noetherian 
Gorenstein ring of dimension one. Assume first that A is a Bass S-algebra, and let 
A' be an over-order of A in A. Then A' is a left A -module, and A' ~ A ~J~0. We have 
HomA (A ', A ') = A' 
By definition of Bass S-algebra, A '* is a projective left A '-module; i.e. A is a Bass 
order. 
Conversely, let A be a Bass order, and assume M ~ A N°; then M is as S-module 
finitely generated and torsionfree, and so M C K @sM. Let e be the unique central 
idempotent of A such that e(K QsM)= K @sM is a faithful Ae-module. Then 
A' = Homr(M, M) is an S-order in Ae and the image of A in A' is Ae. Let now A o 
be a maximal S-order in A (1 - e) containing A (1 - e). Then A' = A o O A (M) is an 
over-order of A in A, and so it is Gorenstein. But then A '* = A o. ~) A (M)*, and so 
A (M)* is a projective A (M)-module. Hence A is a Bass S-algebra. 
Remark. If S has finite residue class fields, then there are only finitely many 
possibilities for A (M), M E A ~'~0; but in general there are infinitely many non- 
isomorphic--even indecomposab le - -M~A~2 °. Thus, in general, for M~-N, 
M, N E A N °, we have A (M) = A (N). 
As a consequence of 1.3 we have: 
2.4. Proposition. Let A be a Gorenstein R-algebra. Then from 
conditions, each implies the next: 
(i) For every m E max(R), Am is a Bass Rm-algebra, 
(ii) For every rrt E max(R), Am is a Bass Rm-algebra, 
(iii) A is a Bass R-algebra. 
the following 
Remark. For Bass orders, the above conditions are equivalent. In general, I do not 
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think that this is the case, since there does not seem to be a way of associating with 
M(m) ~ A.~ ° an M E A~2E °. However, if A is a Bass R-algebra, and M E A ~,  
then A (M),, = A (Mm) and ~ '~,~ = A (iV/m) are Gorenstein Rm- and /~,~-algebras 
resp. 
The next result generalizes a well known fact for Bass orders [3, 1], and shows 
that the module structure for Bass R-algebras is quite simple. 
2.5. Theorem. Let A be an R-algebra which is finitely generated and torsionless as 
R-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is a Bass R-algebra, 
(ii) every M E A ~0 is a generator for A (M) (cf. 1.5), 
(iii) every M ~ A T/d ° is projective as right F(M)-module. 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii) follows from 1.8, since by definition A (M) is  a Gorenstein 
R -algebra. 
(ii) _-~> (iii): MEA~ ° is a generator, for Ao=A(M)  iff it is projective as 
HomA(M)(M, M) = F(M)-module (cf. 1.6). Observe HOmr~M~(M, M) = A (M). 
(iii) ~ (i): Let MEA~IR°; we put Ao=A(M)  then A~Eao.~R °, and 
HomAo(Ao*,A~) = A0. Hence by (iii), A o* is projective as Ao-module, and so 
A0 = A (M) is a Gorenstein R-order. 
Remark. The Bass R-algebras therefore can be characterized as those R-algebras 
which are finitely generated and torsionless as R-modules and such that every 
finitely generated torsionless module is projective over its endomorphism ring (cf. 
[6]). 
Up to now we have characterized Bass R-algebras externally using A (M) and 
F(M)  resp. We shall now give an internal description, which is well known for 
orders. 
For the sequel, let A be an R-algebra, finitely generated and torsionless as 
R-module. 
2.6. Definition. For M, N E A~ °, the natural map 
~'M,N : M @r~M)Homa (M, N)--~ N, 
is called the trace map; it is a (A,F(N))-bimodule homomorphism. We say M 
covers Nmnotat ion  M > Nmi f rM,  N is surjective. 
2.7. Proposition. Let M, N E A ~t~ °. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M > N, 
(ii) there is s E N and an epimorphism q~ : M~S~---> N. 
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Proof. (i) ~ (ii): This is proved similar to 1.8. 
( i i )~  (i): Let q~:M<~)---->N and let q~,:M--->N, l~<i~<s 
to q~. Then every nEN can be written as n=E~m~q~ and 
epimorphism. 
be associated 
so "rM.,,, is an 
2.8. Corollary. "> " is a reflexive relation. 
2.9. Proposition. For M, N ~ A ~0, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M > N, 
(ii) M= > N.  for every m ~ max(R), 
(iii) /Q,. > Nm for every rrt E max(R). 
Proof. The inclusions (i) ~ ( i i )~  (iii) are clear, since R~QRMQr  
HomA(M, N)= M,.@RmHomA.(M,,, N,,) and similarly for the completion. 
To prove (iii) ~ (i), we observe that for every m ~ max(R), ( ~ ) , .  = 0 
and so Coker "rM, N = 0. 
2.10. Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is a Bass R-order, 
(ii) for M, N E A ffYd °, M > N iff M* > N*. 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii): Given an epimorphism 
~: M(s)--->N. 
We put A0 = A(MGN)  and view M and N as Ao-modules and q~ ~ F(MGN) .  
Because of 1.6 q~ is a Ao-homomorphism. Moreover, since Ao is a Gorenstein 
R-algebra, M@N is a generator for Ao and A * is a progenerator. In addition we 
have a Ao-epimorphism 
IMI~¢ 
MOM >M~N 
and so M is a generator for Ao; but then M* is also a generator for Ao, Ao being a 
Gorenstein R-algebra. Therefore we have an epimorphism 
as Ao-modules; i.e. M* > N* 
(ii) ~ (i): Given A(M) for M ~ a~ °. Then A(M)> A*(M) and so by (ii), 
A *(M) > A (M); i.e. we have a A-homomorphism 
A *(M)tS'----> A (M). 
This then is a A(A*(M)@A(M))-homomorphism but A (A *(M)@ A (M))= 
A (M) and so A *(M) is a generator for A (M), i.e. A (M) is a Gorenstein R-order 
by 1.4. 
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